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Recently, bowtie-shaped apertures have received significant attention due to their
extraordinary ability to generate dramatic field enhancement and light confinement in
nanometer scale. In this article, we investigate both experimentally and theoretically
nearfield and farfield responses of bowtie-shaped apertures in detail. We study the role
of bowtie gap in creating large and highly accessible local electromagnetic fields. In
order to experimentally excite strong local fields, we introduce a high-resolution and
lift-off free fabrication method which enables bowtie apertures with gap sizes down
to sub-10 nm. We also show that for identical geometries, bowtie-shaped apertures
support much stronger local electromagnetic fields compared to particle-based
bowtie-shaped antennas. We investigate the role of polarization on the gap effect,
which plays the dominant role for creating strong nearfield intensities. Finally, we
introduce a mechanism to fine-tune the optical response of bowtie apertures through
geometrical parameters.

1. Introduction

Confinement of light on subwavelength scales with large local fields by exploitation of
surface plasmons, which are collective charge oscillations, leads the demonstration of
revolutionary concepts, i.e. nearfield optical microscopy,[1–3] high-density data storage,
[4,5] nanolithography,[6–8] label-free biosensing,[9–13] and surface-enhanced vibra-
tional spectroscopy.[14–21] In this regard, subwavelength apertures through thin metal
films received significant attention due to their ability to create nearfield enhancements
and light confinement in nanometer scale.[16,22] Compared to conventional optical
systems, i.e. mirrors and lenses suffering from diffraction limit, plasmonic nanoaper-
tures with different shapes and sizes provide a convenient way for controlling
light.[23,24] Consequently, isolated apertures have been offered for light confinement
applications.[25] However, these apertures suffer from weak light transmission due to
the low efficiency of evanescent tunneling in the absence of a collective array
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behavior.[26–28] Here, the transmission is associated with only the excitation of
localized surface plasmons. Light transmission can be enhanced by one order of magni-
tude using subwavelength circular aperture arrays. Here, the grating lattice of the peri-
odic array overcomes the momentum mismatch between surface plasmons and the
incident light, which enables the excitation of propagating surface plasmons. Light is
then coupled through the apertures by the evanescent tunneling effect, and the surface
plasmons are excited at the aperture exit while scattered into a transmitted light.[29,30]
Transmission can be further enhanced by periodic rectangular aperture arrays, where
the constituting aperture elements support propagating modes induced by the polariza-
tion of the illumination source, enabling the apertures to behave like a waveg-
uide.[31,32] Ridge apertures, such as C- and H-shaped nanoholes, can increase the
transmission further thanks to their open arms which allow light to propagate through
the openings.[33,34] Their high transmittance is related to the collective effect of the
waveguide modes and the propagating surface plasmons excited within the aper-
ture.[33–35] However, these apertures suffer from weak nearfield intensities as the
transmitted light diffracts at the aperture exit rather than focus. In order to address
this issue, recently bowtie-shaped antennas have been introduced as the local electro-
magnetic fields can be significantly enhanced within the nanoscale gap, which allows
the excitation of highly confined localized surface plasmons, while preserving the
transmission quality.[35–38]

In this study, we both experimentally and theoretically investigate nearfield and far-
field characteristics of bowtie-shaped nanoapertures in detail. We first determine the
dependence of the nearfield enhancements on bowtie gap. Then, we show the effect of
polarization on the excitation of local electromagnetic fields within the gap region.
Finally, we quantitatively demonstrate the dependence of the farfield transmission
response on the aperture geometry. For the experimental demonstration, we utilize a
lift-off free and high-resolution fabrication scheme, which enables the realization of
bowtie gaps down to sub-10 nm. Figure 1(a) shows the illustration of the bowtie-
shaped apertures with the geometrical parameters: θ = tip angle, L = hemline length,
H = height, G = gap width, D = bottom edge-to-edge distance between two bowtie
apertures, and P = period of the array. Figure 1(b) shows the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated bowtie-shaped aperture with 20 nm gap.

2. Fabrication of bowtie-shaped apertures

For experimental demonstration, we fabricate free-standing bowtie-shaped apertures on a
thin silicon nitride membrane by a high-resolution and lift-off free fabrication technique.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the bowtie-shaped aperture array indicating the geometri-
cal parameters and (b) SEM image of the fabricated aperture with 20 nm gap. Corresponding
device parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L = 1450 nm, H = 1430 nm, D = 450 nm, and
P = 1900 nm.

2 A.E. Cetin et al.
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Steps of the fabrication process are schematically illustrated in Figure 2(a).[39–41] We
use a 500-μm silicon wafer with 80 nm low pressure chemically deposited silicon nitride
film on both sides. (i) Membrane patterns, with a size of 750 μm × 750 μm, are created
by photolithography (SUSS MicroTec MA/BA6 Mask Aligner) performed on a 2-μm
photoresist (MICROPOSIT™ S1818™) on the bottom silicon nitride film. After
development, silicon nitride layers within the transferred patterns are removed via dry
etching (Plasma Therm 790 RIE/PECVD System) with SF6 and He gases. (ii) The wafer
is then immersed in a KOH solution for wet etching in order to realize free-standing sili-
con nitride membranes. (iii) Bowtie-shaped patterns are created by electron-beam
lithography (Zeiss Supra 40) on a positive resist (polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA).
Apertures are created by dry etching with SF6 and Ar gases while PMMA is used as a
mask. Oxygen plasma is later performed (PVA TePla America) to remove the remaining
residues on the silicon nitride surface. (iv) Finally, we deposit 5 nm titanium as an adhe-
sion layer and 100 nm gold (CHA Solution™) realizing plasmonic bowtie-shaped aper-
tures in a lift-off free manner. Figure 2(b) shows the bowtie arrays demonstrating the
fabricated apertures are well defined and uniform over large areas. Our high-resolution
nanomanufacturing technique enables us to fabricate variety of bowtie apertures with
different gap sizes down to sub-10 nm (Figure 2(c)). These small gap formations gener-
ate large local electromagnetic fields, which is highly crucial for applications demanding
strong sensitivities to surface conditions.

Figure 2. (a) High-resolution and lift-off free fabrication method for bowtie-shaped apertures
based on electron-beam lithography and (b) SEM image of the fabricated bowtie array with
20 nm gap. Device parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L = 1450 nm, H = 1430 nm, D = 450 nm,
and P = 1900 nm. Thicknesses of the gold and silicon nitride (SiN) layers are 100 and 80 nm,
respectively and (c) SEM images of the fabricated bowtie-shaped apertures with different gap
sizes: 7, 9, and 15 nm. Corresponding device parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L = 1450 nm,
H = L − M, and P = 1900 nm.
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Farfield and nearfield characteristics of the bowtie-shaped apertures strongly depend
on the geometrical parameters and the polarization direction of the illumination
source.[42] In the following sections, we will investigate the effects of these parameters
on bowtie response in detail.

3. Gap effect on nearfield response

Rectangular apertures support different modes depending on the polarization direction of
the illumination source.[28] They support propagating modes when polarization is along
the x-direction (parallel to the short axis of the aperture) while significantly attenuate the
y-polarized source (perpendicular to the short axis of the aperture).[30] Hence, light
transmission is negligible for y-polarization (not shown here). In order to highlight the
effect of the gap on farfield response, we compare the transmissivity of rectangular and
bowtie-shaped apertures with identical aperture areas, S as schematically illustrated in
Figure 3(a). The apertures are with the same height (H = dy) and different lengths
(L ≠ dx). Here, transmissivity is defined as the ratio between the transmitted photons
from the aperture system and the expected transmitted photons calculated from the con-
ventional transmission theory: Transmissivity = Transmission × (Period2/Aperture Area).
Here, we compare transmissivity instead of transmission in order to consider the

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the rectangular and the bowtie-shaped apertures with the
same opening area, S and (b) calculated transmissivities of rectangular (blue curve) and
bowtie-shaped (red curve) apertures. In figure inset, propagation and polarization directions of the
illumination source are illustrated with green arrows. Nearfield intensity enhancement distribu-
tions (|E|2) are calculated at the top surface of the gold layer for (c) rectangular (λres = 1849 nm)
and (d) bowtie-shaped apertures (λres = 3311 nm). Corresponding device parameters are as
follows: (i) for rectangular aperture, dx = 385 nm and dy = 730 nm, (ii) for bowtie-shaped
aperture, θ = 90°, L = 750 nm, H = 730 nm, G = 20 nm, D = 450 nm, and P = 1200 nm.

4 A.E. Cetin et al.
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transmission differences due to variations in the aperture opening areas. For numerical
analyses on nearfield and farfield, we perform finite difference time domain simulations
using Lumerical Solutions, Inc. In simulations, dielectric constants of materials are taken
from Ref. [43]. For the unit cell consisting of a single aperture, periodic boundary condi-
tion is used along x- and y-axes to create the periodic array behavior and perfectly
matched layer boundary condition is used along z-axis. Figure 3(b) shows that the two
apertures have similar transmissivity in magnitude, while the resonance wavelength of
the rectangular aperture (blue curve) is in shorter wavelength (λres = 1849 nm) compared
to that of the bowtie-shaped aperture (red curve, λres = 3311 nm) under an x-polarized
light source. Rectangular aperture supports a sharper resonance, with linewidth 369 nm
vs. 729 nm, but it significantly suffers from nearfield enhancements. Figure 3(c) and (d)
shows the nearfield intensity enhancement distributions calculated at the top surface of
the metal layer, demonstrating that the bowtie aperture supports two orders of magnitude
(|E|2 = 35,000) larger nearfield intensity enhancement compared to the rectangular
aperture (|E|2 = 450) with the same opening area.

This nearfield enhancement can be further amplified using smaller gaps.[42] As
shown in Figure 4(a), reducing the gap from 20 to 10 nm, nearfield intensity enhance-
ment is twofold improved (|E|2 = 65,000). As shown in the cross-sectional field profile
(Figure 4(b)), local electromagnetic fields with high enhancements are mainly concen-
trated along the metal wall and support similar nearfield distributions at xy-plane with
minor variations in the enhancement values.

4. Bowtie aperture vs. bowtie antenna

Particle-based bowtie-shaped antennas are utilized in applications which demand large
nearfield enhancements.[44–49] In this section, we demonstrate that these nearfield
enhancements can be further amplified by bowtie-shaped apertures. Figure 5(a) illus-
trates the bowtie-shaped antenna complementary to the bowtie-shaped aperture with
20 nm gap. Height of the bowtie antenna is identical to the thickness of the metal layer
forming the bowtie aperture (100 nm). Here, the resonance wavelength of the antenna
(not shown here) is observed in shorter wavelengths (λres = 1930 nm) compared to that

Figure 4. Nearfield intensity enhancement distributions (|E|2) calculated (a) at the top surface of
the metal layer and (b) through cross section for the bowtie-shaped aperture with 10 nm gap at
λres = 3556 nm. Polarization direction is indicated with a white arrow. Corresponding device
parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L = 750 nm, H = 730 nm, D = 450 nm, and P = 1200 nm.

Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications 5
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of the aperture (λres = 3311 nm). Figure 5(b) shows that the bowtie-shaped antenna
shows an order of magnitude smaller nearfield intensity enhancement (|E|2 = 3000) com-
pared to the bowtie-shaped aperture. Furthermore for the bowtie-shaped aperture, highly
enhanced local fields preserve their intensities within the gap region (Figure 4(b)), while
for the bowtie-shaped antenna, they are mainly concentrated at the gold/dielectric
interface and their intensities decrease along the z-direction. For example, the antenna
supports more than two times larger nearfield intensity enhancement at the gold/silicon
interface (bottom antenna surface in Figure 5(d)) than at the air/gold interface (top
antenna surface in Figure 5(c)). Hence, bowtie-shaped apertures are more advantageous
than bowtie-shaped antennas for applications demanding strong surface enhancements as
they support much larger local electromagnetic fields which expand over a wider sensing
surface.

5. Dependence on the polarization

For an x-polarized light source in addition to localized surface plasmons excited
within the gap region, bowtie-shaped apertures support propagating waveguide modes,

Figure 5. (a) Schematic view of the bowtie-shaped aperture and the complementary particle-based
bowtie-shaped antenna. Nearfield intensity enhancement distribution (|E|2) is calculated for the bow-
tie-shaped antenna at λres = 1930 nm, (b) through cross section and at (c) top and (d) bottom sur-
faces of the antenna. Polarization direction is indicated with a white arrow. Corresponding device
parameters are: θ = 90o, G = 20 nm, L = 750 nm, H = 730 nm, D = 450 nm, and P = 1200 nm.

6 A.E. Cetin et al.
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which enhance both light transmission and nearfield enhancements further. For a
y-polarized light source, bowtie gap provides a coupling between two triangle shaped
apertures, which enhances the optical transmission. As a result, aperture system can
still exhibit high transmissivity.[28] For instance, Figure 6(a) shows the bowtie
transmissivity for x- (blue curve) and y-polarized (red curve) illumination sources,
demonstrating similar transmissivity values for different polarizations, while the trans-
mission resonance for y-polarized source is observed in shorter wavelengths
(λres = 1454 nm) compared to the one for x-polarized one (λres = 3311 nm). Further-
more, y-polarization supports sharper resonances, with linewidths 351 nm vs. 774 nm.
However, the lack of localized surface plasmon excitations and waveguide modes due
to the absence of the gap effect results in weaker local electromagnetic fields. For the
y-polarized light source (Figure 6(a)-inset), rather than collimating around the tip
region, transmitted light is concentrated at the upper and lower walls. Hence, the
system is not able to exploit the gap effect and supports 2 orders of magnitude lower
nearfield intensity enhancements (|E|2 = 300) compared to x-polarized light source
(|E|2 = 35,000).

For the experimental demonstration, we compare the farfield responses of the
bowtie-shaped apertures with 100 nm gap for different polarizations through
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microscopy. Experimental setup consists of an
IR-microscope coupled to a Bruker FTIR spectrometer with a KBr beam splitter.
Light is illuminated normally, and the transmitted signal is collected by a Cassagrian
optics, coupled into a liquid N2-cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector.
Figure 6(b) demonstrates the good correlation between experimental (dashed curves)
and numerical (solid curves) results. As expected for the y-polarized light source,
resonance wavelength is observed in shorter wavelengths with smaller linewidths
compared to x-polarized source.

Figure 6. (a) Calculated transmissivity for x- (blue curve) and y-polarized (red curve) illumina-
tion sources. Figure inset: nearfield intensity enhancement distribution (|E|2) calculated at
λres = 1454 nm for y-polarized incident light (Polarization direction is indicated with a white
arrow.). Corresponding device parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L = 750 nm, H = 730 nm,
G = 20 nm, D = 450 nm, and P = 1200 nm. (b) Experimental (dashed curves) and calculated
(solid curves) transmission responses for x- (blue curves) and y-polarized (red curves) light
sources. Corresponding device parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, G = 20 nm, D = 450 nm,
L = P − D, and H = (L − G) × tan(θ/2).

Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications 7
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6. Dependence on the device parameters

In this section, we investigate the dependence of the bowtie farfield response on the
geometrical device parameters: gap width (G), tip angle (θ), and perimeter (Per.).

6.1. Gap width (G)

In Figure 7(a), we show the resonance wavelength, kres for different bowtie gaps where
the hemline length (L) and the height (H) of the aperture are fixed at 750 and 730 nm,
respectively, while the tip angle (θ) is varied by changing the sidewalls as illustrated in
the figure inset. The transmission resonance shifts to shorter wavelengths for the wider
gaps.[22,42,50] This behavior can be simply explained using an analogy with dipole–
dipole interactions.[51] For an x-polarized light source, bowtie tips are polarized where
the charges at the crossing tips create an attractive force which lowers the plasmon
energy. Consequently, for the wider gap width, this effect diminishes such that the plas-
mon energy increases and the transmission resonance shifts to shorter wavelengths.
Here, we determine a quadratic relationship between resonance wavelength and bowtie
gap (red curve), kres ¼ 0:033� G2 � 11:2� Gþ Const.

We then investigate this relationship, where the gap width is varied by changing the
height while the tip angle (θ = 90°) and the hemline length (L ¼ 750 nm) are fixed. As
shown in Figure 7(b), resonance wavelength has a similar quadratic relationship with
bowtie gap, kres ¼ 0:036� G2 � 13:6� Gþ Const.

6.2. Tip angle (h)

In Figure 8(a), we first vary height while keeping the hemline length constant
(L ¼ 750 nm). As the tip angle decreases from θ = 90° to θ = 50°, transmission reso-
nance shifts to shorter wavelengths and gets narrower. We obtain a linear relationship
between resonance wavelength and perimeter of the bowtie-shaped aperture,
kres ¼ 1:9� Per:þ Const. Here, making the tip angle smaller amplifies both nearfield
intensity (not shown here) and transmissivity. However, further minimizing the tip

Figure 7. (a) Calculated resonance wavelength (kres) for different bowtie gaps: (a) L(=750 nm)
and H (=730 nm) are fixed while θ is varied, where D ¼ 450 nm, P ¼ 1200 nm and (b) L
(=750 nm) and θ (=90°) are fixed while H is varied, where H = L − G, D ¼ 450 nm,
P ¼ 1200 nm. In figure insets, gap variation procedures are illustrated.

8 A.E. Cetin et al.
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angle (below θ = 50°), transmissivity dramatically diminishes since the open arms of
the aperture become smaller such that the bowtie system is not able to allow light to
propagate through it.

Second, we vary the tip angle by changing the hemline length while keeping
the height constant (H ¼ 730 nm) as shown in Figure 8(b). For wider tip angles,
transmission resonance shifts to shorter wavelengths and gets narrower, while transmis-
sivity increases. Similarly, resonance wavelength has a linear relationship with bowtie
perimeter, kres ¼ 1:1� Per:þ Const. Here, making the tip angle larger increases both
nearfield intensity (not shown here) and transmissivity.

6.3. Perimeter (Per.)

In this section, we investigate the effect of the bowtie perimeter on the farfield response by
resizing the whole aperture geometry. First, we keep the distance between two bowtie aper-
tures constant at D ¼ 450 nm and resize the apertures by varying the hemline length and
height while fixing the tip angle at θ = 90°. As shown in Figure 9(a) for larger apertures,
transmission resonance shifts to longer wavelengths and gets broader while transmissivity
decreases. For different D values (450, 500, 600, and 1000 nm), we obtain a linear relation-
ship between resonance wavelength and bowtie perimeter, kres ¼ 0:81� Per:þ Ci where
Ci is constant. We investigate this relationship for different tip angles at D ¼ 450 nm for
gap sizes 20 and 60 nm. At G ¼ 20 nm, for tip angles θ = 45°, 60°, 90°, and 100°,
we determine a linear relationship, kres ¼ 0:59� Per:þ 640, kres ¼ 0:65� Per:þ 610,
kres ¼ 0:81� Per:þ 500, and kres ¼ 0:88� Per:þ 460, respectively. Similarly, for
G ¼ 60 nm, we obtain kres ¼ 0:55� Per:þ 550, kres ¼ 0:61� Per:þ 450, kres ¼ 0:74�
Per:þ 350, and kres ¼ 0:83� Per:þ 230. These results demonstrate that for the apertures
with different gaps, slope of the linear function decreases and constant in the function
increases with smaller tip angles, while for the apertures with different tip angles, slope and
constant in the linear function decrease with larger gap widths.

Figure 8. Calculated transmissivity for different tip angles, where (a) H is varied and L is fixed.
Corresponding device parameters are as follows: G ¼ 20 nm, L ¼ 750 nm, H = 730 × tan(θ/2),
D ¼ 450 nm and P ¼ 1200 nm, and (b) L is varied and H is fixed. Corresponding device parame-
ters are as follows: G ¼ 20 nm, H ¼ 730 nm, L = 20 + 730/tan(θ/2), D = P − L and
P ¼ 1200 nm. In figure insets, tip angle variation procedures are illustrated.

Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications 9
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Second, we keep periodicity constant at P ¼ 1200 nm and resize the apertures as
above. As shown in Figure 9(b) for larger apertures, transmission resonance shifts to
longer wavelengths and gets broader while transmissivity decreases. For different P
values, 1200, 1300, 1400, and 2400 nm, resonance wavelength has a linear relation-
ship with bowtie perimeter, kres ¼ 0:81� Per:þ Ci where Ci is constant. We
investigate perimeter effect on bowtie aperture with gap sizes 20 and 60 nm at
P ¼ 1200 nm. At G ¼ 20 nm, linear relationships for θ = 45°, 60°, 90°, and 100° are
kres ¼ 0:58� Per:þ 680, kres ¼ 0:62� Per:þ 650, kres ¼ 0:81� Per:þ 530, and
kres ¼ 0:88� Per:þ 470, respectively. Similarly, for G ¼ 60 nm, we obtain
kres ¼ 0:51� Per:þ 600, kres ¼ 0:56� Per:þ 590, kres ¼ 0:72� Per:þ 430, and
kres ¼ 0:78� Per:þ 380. These results demonstrate that for the apertures with different
gaps, slope of the linear function diminishes and the constant in the function increases

Figure 9. Calculated transmissivity for different perimeters where H and L are varied while
(=90°) and G (=20 nm) are kept constant via: (a) varying period (P = L + 450) for fixed
D ¼ 450 nm and (b) varying D (D = 1200 − L) for fixed P ¼ 1200 nm. In figure inset, perimeter
variation procedures are illustrated.

Figure 10. (a) Experimental and (b) calculated linear relationships between resonance wavelength
(kres) and perimeter (Per.) of the bowtie-shaped apertures with different gaps. Corresponding device
parameters are as follows: θ = 90°, L ¼ 1450 nm, H = L − G, and P ¼ 1900 nm.

10 A.E. Cetin et al.
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with smaller tip angles, while for the apertures with different tip angles, slope and
constant in the linear function decrease with larger gap widths.

In order to experimentally investigate the relationship between resonance wavelength
(kres) and the perimeter (Per.), we fabricate bowtie apertures with different gaps.
Figure 10(a) and (b) shows the experimental and numerical results demonstrating their
good agreement. For the gaps sizes, 40, 60, and 90 nm, we experimentally (numerically)
obtain linear relationships, kres ¼ 0:76� Per:þ 517 (kres ¼ 0:75� Per:þ 273), kres ¼
0:75� Per:þ 384 (kres ¼ 0:74� Per:þ 209), kres ¼ 0:73� Per:þ 230 (kres ¼
0:73� Per:þ 31). Rectangular nanorod antennas show a similar linear relationship,
where resonance wavelength is linearly proportional to rod length, L, kres ¼ 2� neff � L
where neff is the effective refractive index accounting for the inhomogeneous dielectric
environment surrounding the antenna.[52–54] Here, resonances observed in the spec-
trum correspond to surface plasmon excitations triggered by the electric field of light. In
the case of rectangular antennas, resonance wavelength is proportional to the effective
oscillation path length of the conduction electrons which is the length of the nanorod
antenna.[52,53] On the other hand for bowtie-shaped apertures, these conduction elec-
trons mainly concentrate at the aperture edge.[53] Therefore, resonance wavelength has
a linear relationship with the perimeter, kres ¼ a� Per:þ c where slope and constant of
the function depend on the device parameters as well as the materials composing the
aperture.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, we experimentally and numerically investigate nearfield and farfield
properties of bowtie-shaped apertures. We demonstrate that the aperture system with
small gaps support highly enhanced local electromagnetic fields. In order to realize
small gap features, we introduce a high-resolution and lift-off free fabrication method.
We also show that bowtie-shaped apertures support much higher nearfield intensity
enhancements compared to particle-based bowtie-shaped antennas. Furthermore, we
investigate the dependence of the nearfield resolution on polarization direction of the
incident light source. Finally, we introduce a fine-tuning mechanism for controlling the
farfield response through device parameters in order to realize aperture systems working
in the desired wavelengths.
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